Present continuous: exercise 1
Affirmative

Choose the correct form.

I ................................................ an email now.
• am writing   • am writing

Susan .................................. in the bed at the moment.
• lying   • is lying

I .......................................... in London this month.
• am staying   • stay

Peter ..................................... this week.
• working   • is working

My mum and dad ........................... now.
• is cooking   • are cooking

I'd like to know why you .......................... my bedroom.
• are tidying   • are tidying

Jane isn't at home. She ......................... .
• is shoping   • is shopping

I can see Daniel. He ................................. over there.
• is siting   • is sitting

Can I help you? - No, thank you. We .................................
• just looking   • are just looking

I am in Hastings. ...................................... English this summer.
• I learning   • I'm learning